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other words, a PUF is expected to produce the same response
for a particular challenge under different operating conditions.
This property of a PUF circuit is referred to as its reliability.
Finally, signatures from a PUF device must be unpredictable
such that even an adversary possessing a subset of challengeresponse pairs should be unable to predict the response for a
challenge outside the subset.

Abstract—Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are
lightweight cryptographic primitives for generating unique signatures from complex manufacturing variations. In this work,
we present a current-based PUF designed using a generalized
lithographic simulation framework for improving inter-die and
inter-wafer uniqueness. The sensitivity of the circuit to manufacturing variations is enhanced by placing the gate structures at
pitches closer to forbidden zone, where the sensitivity of Critical
Dimension (CD) to the pitch variations is very high. Simulation
results show that the litho-aware current based PUF has improved
inter- and intra-distance over the conventional current-based
PUF. The litho-aware PUF consumes about 0.034 pico joules of
energy per response bit, which is substantially better than delaybased PUF implementations.

The process variations can be grouped into “systematic”
and “random” variations. In a PUF circuit, it is desirable to
have random variations dominant over systematic variations
for better uniqueness. While applying design strategies to
enhance random variations, care must be taken such that a
PUF’s reliability remains within the acceptable level. Interwafer variations are highly systematic [2]. So, the responses of
any two PUF circuits at identical locations from two different
wafers might be highly correlated.
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sub-wavelength lithography, forbidden pitches

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Security of integrated circuits (ICs) and embedded devices
is a growing concern because of the ever-increasing usage
of electronic devices for performing security related tasks.
Majority of the electronic devices are equipped with memory
to store and handle sensitive information. Typical examples
include smart cards, mobile phones, etc. Consequently, they
have become a target for adversaries. So, security must be
ensured through various operations such as device identification/authentication and secure communication, while maintaining the confidentiality and integrity of the stored data. To
store the secrets in an IC or an embedded device, non-volatile
memory can be used. But, this technique suffers from high
cost, implementation complexities and security vulnerabilities
[1]. An alternative solution is to use a Physically Unclonable
Function (PUF) to derive signatures and keys from the unpredictable and unique nature of silicon.

In this paper, we present a current-based PUF designed
using a generalized lithographic simulation framework adopted
for PUF design. The main objective of the lithographic simulation framework is to enhance the sensitivity of the PUF circuit
to process variations and improve uniqueness when viewed
across dies and wafers. It is well known that forbidden pitches
are more prominent in sub-wavelength lithography [3]. Forbidden pitches are often undesirable, as the polygons/structures at
these pitches will not be printed to their maximum resolution.
However, the sensitivity of critical dimension (CD) is very
high to the pitch variations near the forbidden zone. This is
used constructively to enhance the impact of process variations
on PUF design. This is done by placing gate structures of the
transistors at pitches closer to forbidden zone. Such a technique
allows the circuit designers to amplify and effectively utilize
various sources of lithographic variations including dose, resist
thickness, lens imperfections, defocus, etc. in PUF designs.
The proposed PUF has been designed using a standard 45nm
CMOS technology node and compared to the current-based
PUF designed using a conventional approach. To the authors’
knowledge, there are only three other works that look at
improving the performance metrics of PUFs from lithography
level [4], [5], [6].

PUF circuits are cryptographic primitives that exploit inherent process variations in integrated circuits to generate unique
signatures. A PUF circuit can be envisioned as a function that
maps a set of challenges to a set of responses decided by the
process variations [1].
One of the main applications of PUFs lies in signature/key
generation for device authentication and identification. This
application requires that any two responses from two separate
PUFs for a particular challenge must have a significant difference. This property of PUFs is referred to as uniqueness, which
determines the extent to which a signature is tied to a single
device. To ensure stable and uninterrupted authentication,
signatures must be stable across all operating conditions. In
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the prior work related to this paper. The litho-aware
current-based PUF is described in section III. Experimental
methodology and results are described in sections IV and V,
respectively. Concluding remarks are presented in section VI.
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II.

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we describe the existing works on improving a PUF’s quality from lithography level. In [5], novel
PUF circuits known as litho-PUFs have been proposed that
consider proximity effects, density effects and formation of
non-rectangular gates printed during the lithography process.
Though the proposed scheme in [5] also uses forbidden pitches
to improve the uniqueness of PUFs, the evidence of improving
inter-wafer uniqueness was not presented. Also, the impacts of
different lithographic variations on polygons placed near the
forbidden pitch are not evaluated in [5]. Traditionally, Optical
Proximity Correction (OPC) tries to reduce variations, both
systematic & random by using the geometric error between
the simulated contour and the target as a cost function. In [4],
a PUF-aware OPC scheme was described, that tries to reduce
the systematic variations and increase random variations in the
regions of the mask that contain the PUF circuit. The scheme
continues to work as a traditional OPC in non-PUF regions
of the mask. The proposed scheme in [4] tries to maximize
the variance of the mean edge-placement error (EPE). An
improvement in uniqueness of 5% and reliability of 70% compared to conventional OPC was reported in [4]. Similar work
on enhancing random variations and suppressing systematic
variations was presented in [6]. In order to suppress systematic
variations, several layout techniques have been used. However,
all the existing works in the literature focus only on improving
inter-die variations. Wafer-to-wafer variations are known to be
more correlated [2]. This affects the uniqueness of PUFs and
has not been extensively explored in the literature.
III.

L ITHO - AWARE C URRENT- BASED PUF

The litho-aware current-based PUF is based on the current
PUF architecture proposed by Majzoobi et al. in [7]. However, the transistors in the circuit were modified as per the
lithographic simulation framework to increase the sensitivity
of the PUF circuit to process variations. The overall lithoaware current-based PUF architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The basic operation of the current-based PUF is presented in
section III-A. The modified current-based PUF as per the lithographic simulation framework is described in section III-B.

no current will be generated. If only one of the inputs of a
SC module is at logic ’1’, then the generated current directly
flows through the SC transistor whose gate voltage is at logic
’1’. If both the inputs of a SC module are at logic ’1’, then
the generated current will be split between the SC transistors.
Ideally, the current will be split in half. However, the current
split ratio may slightly depart from 0.5, if the SC transistors
have process variations. It is also essential to size the sense
amplifier accordingly to enable fair evaluation. So, the sense
amplifier must be designed such that it is tolerant to process
variations.
B. Litho-aware design
In the litho-aware current-based PUF design, the transistors
that are responsible for generating currents were modified
using the lithographic simulation framework. The transistors
were fractured to n segments of minimum dimension. Then the
fractured segments were placed such that the pitch between any
two structures is closer to forbidden zone, where the sensitivity
of critical dimension is very high to the pitch variations.
The pitch value was obtained by running an extensive set of
lithographic simulations under various sources of variations. A
detailed explanation on forbidden pitches is presented below.
Forbidden Pitches: In sub-wavelength lithography, forbidden
pitches are more prominent. The structures/polygons at some
pitches may not print to their complete resolution due to
diffraction effects. Those pitches are referred to as forbidden
pitches [3]. At forbidden pitches, the printed gate structure will
either be highly constricted or broken. Based on simulations
as per the methodology described in section IV, we found that
the forbidden pitch for the 45nm technology node is around
190nm. Figure 2 shows the presence of forbidden pitches.
To determine forbidden pitches, the polygons were created
in polysilicon layer, as the gate length often determines the
critical dimension.
Near the forbidden pitch, the gate structures are printed
with lower resolution. But, they are also highly sensitive to
pitch variations and even a small variation in pitch can lead to
high variations in the critical dimension. Figure 3 shows the
critical dimension sensitivity with respect to pitch variations.

A. Description of PUF operation
The operation of current-based PUF is almost similar to
an arbiter PUF, as the current PUF is based on linear addition
of process variation sensitive currents generated by the circuit.
However, in arbiter PUFs, all the stages contribute to the final
response by introducing a delay to the propagating signal.
However, in a current-based PUF, only the stages selected
by the challenge vector contribute to the final response. As
shown in Figure 1, the process variation sensitive currents
are generated by the current-generation transistors. Based on
the external challenge, a subset of currents are selected and
combined using select-and-combine (SC) transistors. The two
SC transistors fed by a current generation transistor is referred
to as the select-and-combine (SC) module. The combined currents are then compared using a current sense-amplifier, which
produces either ’1’ or ’0’ based on the input currents. The
currents to be compared are denoted as Ia and Ib respectively,
as shown in Figure 1. For some challenge vectors, both the
inputs of a SC module may be at logic ’0’. In such a condition,
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Fig. 1: Current-based PUF architecture [7]. Ci represents ith challenge bit.
The inputs to the sense amplifier are the currents Ia and Ib . outputb refers
to the complimentary form of the output bit.
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Fig. 2: Impact of pitch on the critical dimension in 45nm technology node.
Forbidden pitch can be seen around 190nm.
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TABLE I: Lithographic variations considered

Dose
Defocus
Resist thickness
Wafer-tilt angle

250

150
100
50
0
-50
110

industrial standard environment for generating process models.
The simulation was carried out under the presence of various
lithographic sources of variations including dose, defocus,
resist thickness and lens aberrations. The sources of variations
were faithfully modeled so as to depict both inter-die and interwafer variations. To emulate inter-wafer variations, wafer-tilt
effect was captured and modeled in Calibre Workbench. The
amount of variations considered is shown in Table I. Due to
the absence of industrial standard data depicting the extent of
lithographic variations, the values were chosen conservatively.
For aerial imaging simulations, a dipole light source was
considered with the wavelength fixed at 193nm. The numerical
aperture (NA) of the imaging system was fixed at 1.35.
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Fig. 3: CD sensitivity with respect to pitch variations

The pitch range is reduced to 200nm, as it falls under the
region of interest for this work.
To increase the sensitivity of the circuit to process variations, the layout of the current-based PUF was fed into
the lithographic simulation framework. The framework then
identified the current generation transistors, fractured them and
aligned the fractured segments at a pitch closer to forbidden
zone. The other transistors in the SC module and sense
amplifier were not modified by the lithographic simulation
framework. Our method requires that the transistors must
be larger than the minimum dimension so that they can be
fractured. This might impose area overheads. However, the
percentage increase in area due to our method is very minimal
as demonstrated in section V-D.

Inter-die
± 5%
± 5nm
± 5%
0

Inter-wafer
± 2%
± 2nm
± 5%
± 5 degrees

Once the simulated contour of polygons is obtained from
Calibre Workbench, the lithographic simulation framework
takes the layout as input and obtains the printed gate length of
all the transistors using gate-slicing approach [8]. By applying
an extensive set of lithographic sources of variations to the
modified layout, the critical dimension values were collected.
The obtained critical dimension values were fit within a
distribution to allow a smooth transition from lithographic simulations to circuit simulations. The overall simulation flow is
shown in Figure 4. The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of
the critical dimension distribution obtained by applying interdie and inter-wafer variation statistics are shown in Table II.
TABLE II: Statistical parameters of the critical dimension distribution

Mean (µdie
CD )
die
Std. Deviation (σCD
)
waf er
Mean (µCD )
waf er
)
Std. Deviation (σCD

44.5nm
10nm
44.8nm
8nm

Circuit simulations: To model random variations, threshold
voltage (Vth ) variations were assigned from a Gaussian distribution with a 3σ deviation of 150mV. This value was chosen
to be consistent with ITRS specifications.
V.

PUF VALIDATION R ESULTS

In this section, we briefly describe the methodology used
in lithographic and circuit simulations to compute the performance metrics of the litho-aware current PUF. All simulations
and analyses were based on an industrial standard 45nm
CMOS technology node.

This section describes in detail the validation results of
the litho-aware current-based PUF. The performance metrics
namely uniqueness, reliability and security of the PUF were
computed through circuit simulations. To measure the performance metrics, a 128-stage PUF was built and used. An ideal
PUF is expected to have 100% uniqueness and 100% reliability
[1].

Lithographic simulation framework: As described in section III, the lithographic simulation framework modifies the
current generation transistors, so that their sensitivity to process variations is enhanced. Apart from the layout modification, the framework also triggers an aerial image simulation
over the modified layout using Calibre c WorkbenchTM , an

To obtain the best value of n, which corresponds to the
number of fractured segments of current generation transistors,
experiments were conducted with n={2,3,4,5}. Results indicated that n=3 is an optimal choice while considering the tradeoff between performance and area overheads. All the analyses
described below assume that the current generation transistors
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TABLE III: Comparison of litho-aware and base PUF’s inter-distance

Original
Layout

Layout Aerial image
modification simulation

Optical,
resist, etch &
wafer-tilt models

Type of
simulation

0.5VDD
die

Critical dimension
estimation

0.7VDD
0.5VDD

Lithographic Simulation
Framework
Process
Variation
model

Gate
voltage

wafer
0.7VDD

PUF
Netlist

Type of PUF

dinter

Base design
Litho-aware design
Base design
Litho-aware design
Base design
Litho-aware design
Base design
Litho-aware design

0.46
0.49
0.47
0.49
0.34
0.38
0.33
0.38

B. Reliability
Reliability is a measure of consistency of PUF responses
over different operating conditions. Temperature and supply
voltage fluctuations can degrade the reliability of PUF circuits.
A measure of reliability is intra-distance, which is given by
equation 2 [9],

SPICE

PUF
Performance
metrics analysis

s

dintra

0
)
1 X HD(Ri , Ri,j
=
x 100%
s j=1
m

(2)

Fig. 4: Overall design flow

were fractured into 3 segments. Also, the performance metrics
of litho-aware current-based PUF is compared with respect to
the current-based PUF designed using a conventional approach,
which we refer to as base PUF in the further sections. The
gate voltage of current generation transistors were set at two
discrete values (0.5 VDD , 0.7 VDD ). Below 0.5VDD , the
responses were highly biased.
A. Uniqueness
As explained in section I, uniqueness refers to the ability
of a PUF to produce unique responses for a challenge across
different PUF instances. Since a challenge produces a single
bit response, 128 challenges were grouped together to form a
challenge set. The responses of 128 challenges were grouped
together to form a 128-bit response. In order to quantify
uniqueness, we use the metric inter-distance (dinter ), given
by equation 1 [9].

dinter =

m−1
m
X X
2
HD(Rp , Rq )
∗ 100%.
m(m − 1) p=1 q=p+1
k

(1)

In the above equation, k is the number of bits per responses, m is the number of PUF instances considered and
HD(Rp , Rq ) refers to the hamming distance between any two
responses Rp and Rq from two different instances for the
same challenge. In our work, we set {m,k} = {128,128}.
Separate experiments were conducted to obtain uniqueness
measured across the dies and wafers. The inter-distance results
are tabulated in Table III. We can observe that the best case
improvement in the uniqueness of litho-aware PUF design is
as much as 15% when compared to the base PUF design.

where Ri is the response of a PUF to a challenge under
nominal operating conditions (T = 25◦ C, VDD = 1.1V ),
s is the number of samples of response Ri obtained at
different operating conditions by changing temperature and
0
supply voltage, Ri,j
refers to j th sample of response Ri for a
challenge and m is the number of bits in the response.
Intra-distance of litho-aware PUF was computed in the
presence of both temperature and supply voltage fluctuations.
Temperature was varied in fine steps from 0◦ C to 100◦ C,
while supply voltage was varied from 1V to 1.2V. The impact
of supply voltage and temperature fluctuations on the intradistance of both litho-aware and base PUF designs are shown
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. The results are shown
for Vgate = 0.5VDD . Similar results were observed for the
other gate voltage (Vgate ) as well.
We can observe that litho-aware current-based PUF performs better than the base PUF design under different operating conditions. As the current generation transistors have been
upsized in our design, the impact of process variations becomes
dominant over temperature and supply voltage fluctuations.
C. Unpredictability
Unpredictability is a measure of the security level of a
PUF and determines the extent to which a PUF is unclonable.
There are different methods to estimate the unpredictability of
a PUF. One method is to estimate the tolerance of a PUF to
modeling attacks, as majority of the PUFs have been broken
using machine learning algorithms [10]. The other method is
to estimate the amount of randomness in PUF responses using
NIST tests [11]. Since the litho-aware design looks at increasing the sensitivity of the PUF circuit to process variations,
it is interesting to look at the impact of process variations
on the differential current (∆I = Ia − Ib ), which determines
the final response. If the extent of process variations is too

0.12

attacked using fewer than 5000 CRPs to achieve a prediction
accuracy of around 95%. The number of CRPs goes down
even further when leakage currents are not considered. Figure
7 shows the classification error obtained from SV M light for
our PUF responses. This shows that current-based PUF design
cannot be used as such in secure system design. To improve
modeling attack resistance, some sort of logic circuitry has to
be employed which will mask the linear behavior of PUFs.
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NIST Tests: The amount of randomness present in PUF
responses was tested using NIST test suite. It is important to
note that randomness is different from uniqueness. Uniqueness
is computed across the responses from different PUF instances,
whereas randomness is measured for a single PUF device.
The results of the NIST tests are not shown in detail due
to space limitations. However, the amount of randomness as
measured using ApproximateEntropy test is shown in Table IV.
For evaluation purposes, more than 100,000 response bits were
generated from a single PUF device. In general, both lithoaware and base PUF had enough randomness and passed all
the tests.

(b)

TABLE IV: Approximate Entropy results
Fig. 5: Intra-distance evaluation under, (a) Supply voltage fluctuations and (b)
Temperature fluctuations.

Modeling attacks: To estimate the tolerance of litho-aware
current-based PUF to modeling attacks, we employed Support
Vector Machines (SVM) based attack on PUF responses from
the base and litho-aware PUF designs. The feature vectors
used in SVM were derived as per the framework described by
Lim et al. in [12]. However, the framework was modified to
incorporate the operation of current-based PUF, as the stages
contribute to currents Ia and Ib only if at-least one of the
gate inputs of the SC module is set to logic ’1’. SV M light
was employed for modeling attack purposes. Based on our
attack strategy, we observed that both the PUF designs can be

Litho-aware design
0.98

D. Implementation Details
Area: The modified layout obtained from the lithographic
simulation framework was used for area and power measurements. A 128-stage PUF has approximately 100 NAND gate
equivalents (around 400 transistors). Since our design does
not add any extra transistors, the number of NAND gate
equivalents remains the same between the base and litho-aware
designs. However, increasing the size of current generation
transistors imposes a small area overhead. The area of the
70
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large, then the circuit might be biased towards either ’0’ or
’1’. So, we conducted experiments on about 1000 litho-aware
PUF instances and determined the impact of litho-aware design
technique on the differential current. The differential current
distribution is shown in Figure 6. It can be clearly observed that
the differential current is often very small and also the mean of
the distribution is around 0. This clearly shows that the lithoaware design technique introduces a negligible bias in the PUF
design. Again, we show results only for Vgate = 0.5VDD .
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Fig. 6: Impact of process variations on the differential current
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Fig. 7: Classification error of SVM based attack on current PUFs. (a) Base
PUF and (b) Litho-aware PUF

die footprint required to fit in both the designs is shown in
Table V. It can be observed that litho-aware design introduces
an area overhead of approximately 3% when compared to base
design. Despite a minimal area overhead, it is important to
note that litho-aware current-based PUF fares better than other
type of PUF implementations such as delay-based PUFs. For
example, a 64-stage arbiter PUF required a die footprint area
of 1800µm2 [13].
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3

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a current-based PUF designed
using a lithographic simulation framework for improving the
sensitivity of a PUF circuit to process variations. By effectively
fracturing transistors to multiple segments and spacing them
apart closer to forbidden pitch zone, the circuit can be made
sensitive to process variations. The litho-aware PUF shows better inter-wafer uniqueness with respect to conventional currentbased PUF, while achieving acceptable levels of reliability
and unpredictability. Moreover, the area and power/energy
overheads imposed by the litho-aware design are very minimal and substantially better than delay-based PUFs. Thus,
the litho-aware design technique can be used for achieving
better uniqueness while allowing a marginal increase in power
consumption. Future work includes rigorous modeling of interwafer variations to analyze the impact on uniqueness of PUFs.

